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Although econometricians have been using Bollerslev’s ~1986, Journal of Econo-
metrics 31, 307–327! GARCH~r, s! model for over a decade, the higher order
moment structure of the model remains unresolved+ The sufficient condition for
the existence of the higher order moments of the GARCH~r, s! model was given
by Ling ~1999a, Journal of Applied Probability 36, 688–705!+ This paper shows
that Ling’s condition is also necessary+ As an extension, the necessary and suffi-
cient moment conditions are established for Ding, Granger, and Engle’s ~1993,
Journal of Empirical Finance, 1, 83–106! asymmetric power GARCH~r, s! model+

1. INTRODUCTION

A process «t is said to follow Bollerslev’s ~1986! general autoregressive condi-
tional heteroskedasticity ~GARCH~r, s!! model if it satisfies the equations

«t � htMht , (1.1)

ht � a0 �(
i�1

r

ai «t�i
2 �(

i�1

s

bi ht�i , (1.2)

where a0 � 0, ai � 0 ~i � 1, + + + , r! with at least one ai � 0 and bi � 0
~i � 1, + + + , s!+ When s � 0, the GARCH~r, s! model ~1+1! and ~1+2! reduces to
Engle’s ~1982! autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity ~ARCH~r!! model+
Both the ARCH and GARCH models have been applied widely in the econo-
metric and finance literature to model volatility ~for recent reviews, see Boller-
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slev, Chou, and Kroner, 1992; Bollerslev, Engle, and Nelson, 1994; Li, Ling,
and McAleer 1999!+

Bollerslev ~1986! shows that the necessary and sufficient condition for the
second-order stationarity of model ~1+1! and ~1+2! is

(
i�1

r

ai �(
i�1

s

bi � 1+ (1.3)

Bougerol and Picard ~1992! provide the necessary and sufficient condition for
the strict stationarity and ergodicity of model ~1+1! and ~1+2!+ Ling and Li ~1997!
proved that, under ~1+3!, there exists a unique Ft�1-measurable and second-
order stationary solution to model ~1+1! and ~1+2! and that the solution is strictly
stationary and ergodic, where Ft is a s-field generated by $ht ,ht�1, + + +% + Thus,
the second-order moment structure of model ~1+1! and ~1+2! is now complete+

However, the higher order moment structure of model ~1+1! and ~1+2! re-
mains unresolved+ When s � 0, Milhøj ~1985! gives the necessary and suffi-
cient condition for the existence of the 2mth moment of the ARCH model+
Bollerslev ~1986! provides the necessary and sufficient condition for the exis-
tence of the 2mth moment of the GARCH~1,1! model and the necessary and
sufficient condition for the fourth-order moments of the GARCH~1,2! and
GARCH~2,1! models+ Karanasos ~1999! and He and Terasvirta ~1999b! give
conditions for the existence of the fourth moment of model ~1+1! and ~1+2!+ He
and Terasvirta ~1999b! state that their condition is necessary and sufficient+ From
the proof in Karanasos ~1999!, it can be seen that his condition is necessary,
but it is not clear whether the condition is also sufficient+

Based on Theorem 2+1 in Ling and Li ~1997! and Theorem 2 in Tweedie
~1988!, Ling ~1999a! provides a sufficient condition for the existence of the
2mth moment of model ~1+1! and ~1+2!+ Ling’s result does not need to assume
that the GARCH~r, s! process starts infinitely far in the past with finite 2mth
moment, as is required in Bollerslev ~1986! and He and Terasvirta ~1999b!,
and it has a far simpler form as compared with Milhøj ~1985!, Karanasos ~1999!,
and He and Terasvirta ~1999b!+

In this paper, it is shown that the sufficient condition in Ling ~1999a! is also
necessary+ As an extension, the necessary and sufficient moment condition is
established for the asymmetric power GARCH~r, s! model proposed by Ding,
Granger and Engle ~1993!+

2. MAIN RESULTS

Denote A�m � A � A � {{{ � A ~m factors!, where � is the Kronecker
product+ Our result for the GARCH~r, s! model is as follows+

THEOREM 2+1+ The necessary and sufficient condition for E«t
2m � ` is

r@E~At
�m!# � 1 , where r~A! � min$6eigenvalues of a matrix A6% and
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At � �
a1ht

2 {{{ ar ht
2 b1ht

2 {{{ bsht
2

I~r�1!�~r�1! O~r�1!�1 O~r�1!�s

a1 {{{ ar b1 {{{ bs

O~s�1!�r I~s�1!�~s�1! O~s�1!�1

� ,
in which Ir�r is the r � r identity matrix.

The sufficiency comes from Theorem 6+1 of Ling ~1999a!+ The proof of ne-
cessity is given in Section 4+ Ling ~1999a! shows that, when r � s � 1, the
condition in Theorem 2+1 is equivalent to that in Bollerslev ~1986!+

Recently, He and Terasvirta ~1999b! investigated the necessary and suffi-
cient condition for the fourth moment of the GARCH~r, s! model+ It is instruc-
tive to examine their condition carefully+ By assuming that Eht

2 � `, He and
Terasvirta ~1999b! derive their conditions by the following equation:

Eht
2 � a0

2 � 2a0g1 Eht � g2 Eht
2 � 2 (

l�m

E~cl, t�l cm, t�m ht�l ht�m !, (2.1)

where g1 and g2 are some suitable constants and ci, t�i � ai ht�i
2 � bi + Because

of the assumption that Eht
2 � `, their condition is clearly necessary rather than

sufficient+1 Karanasos ~1999! uses an equation similar to ~2+1!, and hence his
condition is also necessary rather than sufficient+

As in Engle ~1982! and Bollerslev ~1986!, He and Terasvirta ~1999b! as-
sume that the GARCH~r, s! process starts infinitely far in the past with finite
2mth moment+ In fact, this assumption is unnecessary+ It is interesting to clar-
ify this point+ For simplicity, we consider only the case m � 2 and the ARCH~1!
model, i+e+,

«t � htMht and ht � a0 � a1«t�1
2 + (2.2)

Ling and Li ~1997! prove that, when 0 � a1 � 1, there exists a unique second-
order stationary solution to model ~2+2! and the solution has the following ex-
pansion in mean square:

«t � htMht and ht � a0 � a0(
j�1

`

)
i�1

j

~a1ht�i
2 !+ (2.3)

The structure of this solution actually is a transformation of a series of inde-
pendent and identically distributed ~i+i+d+! random variables ht and does not in-
volve the initial value+ The sufficient condition in Ling ~1999a!, i+e+, the sufficient
condition in Theorem 2+1, is the moment condition for solution ~2+3!+ Because
the solution is unique, the «t from model ~2+2! is almost surely the same as
~2+3! if E«t

2 � `+ The method of proof in Ling ~1999a! uses the drift criterion
in Tweedie ~1988!+ This method has been a common tool in nonlinear time
series ~see Chan and Tong, 1985; Feigin and Tweedie, 1985; Ling, 1999a!+ In
the next section, we will use this method to analyze the asymmetric power
GARCH~r, s! model proposed by Ding et al+ ~1993!+
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3. ASYMMETRIC GARCH(r,s) MODEL

A special asymmetric power GARCH~r, s! model in Ding et al+ ~1993! ~see
also He and Terasvirta, 1999a! is given by

«t � htMht , (3.1)

ht
d02 � a0 �(

i�1

r

ai ~6«t�i 6� g«t�i !
d �(

i�1

s

bi ht�i
d02 , (3.2)

where a0 � 0, ai � 0 ~i � 1, + + + , r! with at least one ai � 0, bi � 0
~i � 1, + + + , s!, d� 0, and 6g 6 � 1+ The primary feature of the asymmetric power
GARCH~r, s! model ~3+1! and ~3+2! is the presence of a Box–Cox power trans-
formation of the conditional variances and the asymmetric absolute errors+ It
can be seen that model ~3+1! and ~3+2! is a general version of GARCH+ Ding
et al+ ~1993! show that the asymmetric power GARCH model includes as spe-
cial cases seven other ARCH-type models, including ARCH, GARCH, Higgins
and Bera’s ~1992! NARCH, Geweke’s ~1986! and Pantula’s ~1986! log-ARCH,
and simple asymmetric and threshold GARCH models+ In the following discus-
sion, Theorem 3+1 gives the sufficient condition for the stationarity, ergodicity,
and d-order stationarity of model ~3+1! and ~3+2!+ Theorem 3+2 provides the
necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of the higher order moments+

THEOREM 3+1+ Suppose that a0 � 0 , ai , bi � 0 , d � 0 , and 6g 6 � 1 .
Denote Zt � ~6ht 6 � g ht !

d . Then (i�1
r ai EZt � (j�1

s bj � 1 is a necessary
and sufficient condition for the existence of a unique Ft-measurable d-order
stationary solution $«t % to model (3.1) and (3.2). The solution $«t % has the fol-
lowing causal representation:

«t � ht ht
102 and ht � �a0 �(j�1

` c '�)
i�1

j

Adt�i�jdt�j�20d

a+s+ , (3.3)

where jdt � ~a0 Zt ,0, + + + ,0,a0,0, + + + ,0!~r�s!�1, i.e., the first component is a0 Zt

and the ~r � 1!th component is a0, c � ~a1, + + + ,ar ,b1, + + + ,bs!
' , and

Adt � �
a1 Zt {{{ ar Zt b1 Zt {{{ bs Zt

I~r�1!�~r�1! O~r�1!�1 O~r�1!�s

a1 {{{ ar b1 {{{ bs

O~s�1!�r I~s�1!�~s�1! s O~s�1!�1

� +
(3.4)

Hence, $«t % is strictly stationary and ergodic.

For a more general asymmetric power GARCH~r, s! model, Ding et al+ ~1993!
provide a condition for E6«t 6d � `, which is the same as that in Theorem 3+1
for model ~3+1!–~3+3!+ When r � s � 1, g � 0, and d � 1, the condition in
Theorem 3+1 is also the same as the condition for the absolute-value GARCH
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model in Taylor ~1986!+ The strict stationarity and ergodicity condition for the
asymmetric power model is a new result+ The uniqueness of second-order sta-
tionarity and the expansion in ~3+3! are also useful results+

THEOREM 3+2+ The necessary and sufficient condition for E6«t 6md � ` in
model (3.1) and (3.2) is r@E~Adt

�m!# � 1 , where Adt is defined by (3.4).

To establish the sufficient moment condition, usually there are two drift cri-
teria to be employed, the first being that in Tweedie ~1983!+ The results derived
from this criterion will ensure that there is a unique strictly stationary and ~geo-
metric! ergodic solution to the underlying model with finite moment, as in Chan
and Tong ~1985! and Feigin and Tweedie ~1985!+ However, this criterion usu-
ally needs to assume that the density function of ht is lower semicontinuous or
positive in a neighborhood of the original point to prove the irreducibility
condition+

The second criterion is that in Tweedie ~1988!, but it does not need any ir-
reducibility condition for the moment condition+ However, the results from this
criterion ensure only that there exists a strictly stationary solution for the un-
derlying model with finite moment+ Such a result is not especially helpful in
practice because, without uniqueness, one cannot guarantee that the process from
the underlying model has finite moment+ Our method here uses the criterion in
Tweedie ~1988! to avoid the assumption on the density of ht and then uses
Theorem 3+1 to establish uniqueness+ Thus, the result in Theorem 3+2 should be
very useful in practice+

4. PROOFS OF THE MAIN RESULTS

Proof of Theorem 2+1+ Multiplying ~1+2! by ht
2 yields

«t
2 � a0ht

2 �(
i�1

r

ai «t�i
2 ht

2 �(
i�1

s

bi ht�i ht
2 + (4.1)

Now rewrite ~1+2! and ~4+1! in vector form as

Xt � At Xt�1 � zt , (4.2)

where Xt � ~«t
2 , + + + ,«t�r

2 , ht , + + + , ht�s !
' and zt � a0~ht

2 ,0, + + + ,0,1,0, + + + ,0!' , of
which the first element is ht

2 and the ~r � 1!th element is 1+ If E~«t
2m! � `,

then E~Xt
�m! � `, where “a vector A � `” means that all the elements of A

are finite+
Note that all the elements of At , Xt , and jt are nonnegative+ We have

E~Xt
�m! � E~At Xt�1!

�m � E~jt
�m!

� E~At
�m!E~Xt�1

�m!� C1 R1
�m

� C1(
i�0

k

@E~At
�m!# iR1

�m , (4.3)
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where C1 � min$all the positive elements of E~jt
�m!% , R1 � ~1,0, + + + ,0,

1,0, + + + ,0!' , and “a vector A � a vector B” means that each element of A ex-
ceeds the corresponding element of B+ Similarly, define A � B+ If k tends to
infinity, from ~4+3! we have

(
i�0

`

@E~At
�m!# iR1

�m � `+ (4.4)

As discussed in Note 1, we cannot claim directly that r~E~At
�m!! � 1 from

~4+4!+ Our proof here makes full use of the advantage of the nonnegativity of
the elements of E~At

�m! and R1
�m+

Denote r � � max$r, s% + In the following discussion, we first show that

@E~At
�m!# r �

R1
�m � 0+ (4.5)

We will prove ~4+5! for the case a1 � 0+ For other cases, ~4+5! can be similarly
proved+ First, E~At

�m!R1
�m � E~At R1!

�m , where At R1 � ~a1ht
2 � b1,1,0,

+ + + ,0,a1 �b1,1,0, + + + ,0!'+ Let C2 � min$all the positive elements of E~At R1!
�m%

and R2 � ~1,1, + + + ,0,1,1,0, + + + ,0!' + It follows that

E~At
�m!R1

�m � C2 R2
�m + (4.6)

From ~4+6!, we have

@E~At
�m!# 2R1

�m � C2 E~At
�m!R2

�m � C2 E~At R2 !
�m+ (4.7)

Now, At R2 � ~a1ht
2 � b1 � a2ht

2 � b2,1,1,0, + + + ,0,a1 � b1 � a2 �
b2,1,1,0, + + + ,0!+ Let C3 � min$all the positive elements of E~At R2!

�m% and
R3 � ~1,1,1,0, + + + ,0,1,1,1,0, + + + ,0!' + From ~4+7!, we have

@E~At
�m!# 2R1

�m � C2 C3 R3
�m + (4.8)

Repeating the preceding procedure r � times, we can show that

@E~At
�m!# r �

R1
�m � �)

i�2

r �

Ci�Rr �
�m , (4.9)

where Ci � 0 and Rr � � ~1,1, + + + ,1!~r�s!�1
' + Thus, ~4+5! holds+ From ~4+4! and

~4+5!, we have

(
i�0

`

@E~At
�m!# i @E~At

�m!# r �

R1
�m � `+ (4.10)

Let akj
~i ! be the ~k, j !th element of @E~At

�m!# i + From ~4+10!, we know that

(i�0
` akj

~i ! � ` for all k, j � 1, + + + , ~r � s!m , i+e+,

(
i�0

`

@E~At
�m!# i � `,

and hence r@E~At
�m!# � 1+ This completes the proof+ �
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Proof of Theorem 3+1+ Multiplying ~3+2! by Zt yields

~6«t 6� g«t !
d � a0 Zt �(

i�1

r

ai ~6«t�i 6� g«t�i !
dZt �(

i�1

s

bi ht�i
d02 Zt + (4.11)

Rewrite ~3+2! and ~4+11! in vector form as

Xt � Adt Xt�1 � zdt , (4.12)

where Xt � @~6«t 6 � g«t !
d, + + + , ~6«t�r�16 � g«t�r�1!

d, ht
d02 , + + + , ht�s

d02# ' and zdt �
a0~Zt ,0, + + + ,0,1,0, + + + ,0!, of which the first element is Zt and the ~r � 1!th ele-
ment is 1+ By ~4+12!, following exactly the steps of Theorem 2+1 in Ling and Li
~1997!, we can prove that there is a d-order solution to ~3+1! and ~3+2! and that
the solution has expansion ~3+4!; hence it is strictly stationary and ergodic+

For necessity, because E6«t 6d � Eht
d02 � a constant , `, we have

Eht
d02 � a0 �(

i�1

r

ai EZi Eht
d02 �(

i�1

s

bi Eht
d02 ,

i+e+,

�1 �(
i�1

r

ai EZi �(
i�1

s

bi�Eht
d02 � a0 +

Because 0 , Eht
d02 � `, we have (i�1

r ai EZi �(i�1
s bi � 1+ This completes

the proof+ �

Proof of Theorem 3+2+ Using ~4+12! and the drift criterion in Tweedie ~1988!
and following the steps of Theorem 4+2 in Ling ~1999a!, we can show that there
exists a strictly stationary solution to model ~3+1! and ~3+2! with E6«t 6md � `+

By Hölder’s inequality, E6«t 6d � ~E6«t 6md!10m � `, i+e+, $«t % is d-order sta-
tionary+ By Theorem 3+1, the solution is unique ergodic+ This means that a pro-
cess «t satisfying ~3+1! and ~3+2! has finite md-th moment if r~E~Adt

�m!! � 1+
In a similar manner to the proof of Theorem 2+1, it can be proved that the

necessity of Theorem 3+2 holds+ This completes the proof+ �

NOTE

1+ Moreover, the proof of necessity in He and Terasvirta ~1999b! is incomplete as some steps in
their proof, such as the one given in the text of the current paper do not hold in general but require
additional restrictions that were not established by the authors+ Note that it cannot be claimed that
(i�1
` Ai � ` follows from (i�1

` Aij � `, where A and j are some suitable matrix and vector,
respectively, except for some special A and j as in Ling ~1999b! and in this paper+ It is not clear
whether He and Terasvirta’s ~1999b! necessary condition for the existence of the fourth moment,
namely, l~G! � 1, holds generally because, e+g+, without other arguments, their ~A+21! converging
does not ensure that (i�m�l�1

k�1 G i�~m�l�1! converges and hence does not ensure that l~G! � 1+ A
possible solution is to find a vector with all elements positive and to use the ideas established in
this paper to prove that l~G! � 1+ However, in He and Terasvirta ~1999b!, ep�1 in ~A+21! includes
some zero elements, and G is quite complicated+ Thus, such a vector with all elements positive
would not be easy to establish, even if it were to exist+
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